






In 1816, an elegant meeting-house was erected at the expense of $7,000; dedicated Nov. 6.
On the night of the 17th Jan. 1817, it was struck by lightning and entirely consumed. In the
same year, another, 65 by 57 feet, was erected on the same spot and dedicated Nov. 1817.
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The year 1 9 67 has been an event-ful year for the Board of Selectmen. They
would like to review some of the past year's activities and share their concerns for
the future of Fitzwilllam.
Shortly after the 1 967 annual meeting, Mr. Glen H. Carson resigned from the
Board because he was being transfered to Holland by his company. Mr. Howard
Hoi man was appointed to fill the unexpired term of Mr. Carson.
The following appointments were made by the Board of Selectmen during 1967.
Appointments to the Planning Board:
Francis Fiske, Chairman 1973 Arthur Cleveland Resigned
Julian Brown 1972 Kenneth Cavldini 1969
Daley Whipple 1971 Joseph Tardiff 1968
William Skarin 1970
To carry out wishes of the Town as expressed by votes at previous town meetings,
the following were appointed as a Town History Committee:
Lashley G. Harvey, Chairman Mrs. Howell Morris
Clara Quereau
To accomplish the necessary research this Committee was enlarged by the
following appointments:
Joseph Tardiff, Vice Chairman Anne Cameron
William H. Davis, Sr. Walter M. Stone
George Dunton, Jr. resigned as Commissioner of Plante Memorial Park. James
H. Hind and Joseph E. Tardiff were appointed to fill vacancies on the Commission.
In compliance with the resolution adopted under Article 31,1 9 67 Town
Warrant, the Selectmen appointed the following Committee to study the possibility
of combining the highway, cemetery and parks departments Into a Department of
Public Works:
Russell Raitto Joseph Tardiff
Daley Whipple
The Board has endeavored to keep up to date the assessment record cards as
prepared by the state appraisers at the time of the re-appraisal of the Town. Be-
cause of the complete change of values, the entire set of addressograph plates had
to be updated. The Board would appreciate having any errors or omissions noted in
the property tax list called to their attention. Article 2 2 has been placed In the
Warrant by the Selectmen. This calls for a small appropriation to have the Board
employ the state appraisers In 19 68. The reason for this will be explained In
more detail at the annual meeting.
One of the major expenditures this past year was for the repair and painting of
the Town Hall . The Moderator appointed the following committee to assist the
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Selectmen in getting the work done:
Mr. Ernest Johnson Williom H. Davis, Sr.
Walter E.Hill Walter M. Stone
Of the several firms contacted for bids, only the Mayfair Roofing and Renovating
Co. of Plainville, Conn, was willing to undertake the entire project. The railings
on the spire were renewed where necessary, the aprons on the three upper decks were
reshingled. The numerals on all four faces of the clock were replaced, the weather-
vane was removed for inspection and re-installed with the original pivot bearing
pin being put In place. The weathervane, clock hands, and numerals were gold-
leafed by Artcraft Signs, Inc. Two of the urns on the second level of the spire were
found to be badly decayed. These were replaced by reproductions turned and
given by Selectman John Damon. A portion of the sill at the S.W. corner of the
building was replaced by Daniel H. Bemis at a considerable savings over the orig-
inal estimate
.
Two coats of oil base (Dutch Boy) paint were applied to the tower and front of
the building. The other three sides received one coat.
The Town is Indebted to the Library Sewing Circle for the marvelous job of
raising funds - over $2 ,0 00 - for the redecoratlon of the front vestibule, stair-
wells and upper hallways. They also paid for the sanding and refinishing of the
vestibule floor and stairs. The new curtain Installed on the large stage was amajor
effort on the part of the Committee. The Committee also sponsored part of the
carpenting in the lower hallway. Our thanks to Mrs. Ernest Johnson, President,
and to Mrs. William Skarin, Chairman of the Community Improvement Project Com-
mittee. Appreciation is also expressed to the firemen's group for financing the
sanding and refinishing of the floor in the lower hall . All of this certainly takes
civic-minded citizens working together for the betterment of their community.
The budget for the Police Department has been increased to provide additional
patrol duty. Time spent in answering complaints about dogs, hours spent in court
appearances, as well as answering calls to resolve domestic problems are all charge-
able to the Police Department.
The fire wards and members of the Fire Department are to be commended for
their conscientious efforts to provide better fire protection. As voted at the last
Town Meeting, and noted In the fire wards' report, the Dry Hydrant System was In-
stalled last fall .
A new truck was purchased for the Highway Department, as voted at the 19 67
Town Meeting. At the same time, a new type Swenson sander was purchased.
Even though the Town owns two power Sanders, the Selectmen feel that this new
type Sander is a worthwhile Investment as it practically eliminates the necessity for
having one or two men standing in the body of the truck shovelling sand Into the
old type Sanders
.
Serious study should be given to the discontinuance, subject to gates and bars,
of several sections of unimproved or primitive roads. As noted in other sections of
the Town Report, we received $1 ,5 00 . in Class V road aid last year. In 1968
we will receive only $1 80 .20 due to the Increase in our 1 966 equalized valua-
tion. The Board does not recommend an increase in our high way appropriation.
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However, an increase in wages paid highway personnel will be given serious con-
sideration so that the equipment which the town now owns will be used more effect-
ively. The Board of Selectmen recommend that the voters give serious consideration
to Articles No. 24 and 28 .
A few words are in order to discuss the thoughts of the Selectmen concerning the
dump. It is Our opinion that the location of the present dump should be changed.
The most obvious and compelling reason for relocation is that the Town is in the
position of maintaining a traffic hazard. The fact that our citizens have to turn out
of, and into, 50 - 60 m.p.h. traffic, plus the added peril of smoke and papers
blowing across such a heavily traveled highway, making the continuation of the
present location unjustifiable.
On several occasions the voters have indicated that a survey should be made of
our present street lighting system. Several lights were changed this past year at the
suggestion of the Public Service Company. They will be doing additional line work
in Fitzwilliom this year. Article 6 contains extra money to increase the effective-
ness of the present system plus added lights at dangerous intersections.
The financial operations of the Town have been given considerable attention.
Each year the Town votes authority to the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation
of taxes. Following the practice of other N.H. municipalities, the Board borrowed
a substantial part of the school appropriation in advance ($1 8 0,000). The loon
was made at 3% and the proceeds re-invested in certificates of deposit at 4-1/2%.
The certificates being payable to meet the Town's monthly obligation to the
Monadnock School District. A gain of approximately $1 ,000 . was made in 1 967 .
Normally, the Town spends about $600 on interest charges. By borrowing and re-
investing, an overall gain of about $1 ,600 was realized in 1 967 . The Town
should also consider voting to discontinue the practice of granting a discount on
tax bills. This item cost the Town about $4 ,000 lost year. An increase of $2 ,000
since 1961.
Fitzwilliam's share of the increased costs of the Monadnock Regional School
will be substantially larger in 1 968 . Eighty cents of every tax dollar in 1 967
went for school costs. The county received five cents, leaving only fifteen cents
to maintain necessary town services and functions. The present formula has been in
effect for the mandatory five-year period. A Study Committee was appointed by
the Regional School Board to study the presdnt formula and make recommendations.
It can be assumed that the Committee will recommend that the present formula be
continued on a year-to-year basis. No immediate relief is in sight, but your Bord
of Selectmen has initiated action which they hope will result in a more equitable
distribution of school costs amont the towns of the district.
The present grouping of towns in the District from a geographical point of view
does not appear to be economically sound. A regrouping of the School Districts in
the southern part of the county, taking into account their geographical location as
well as their educational needs, could well be a task for the heads of districts of
the area.
The Board would like to express its appreciation to all other Town Officers for
their cooperation in carrying on the affairs of the Town. The helpful suggestions
given and the willingness of many to give of their time and talents has been most
gratifying.
Respectfully submitted,






To the inhabitants of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire, in the County
of Cheshire, in said state, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Fitzwilliam, on Tues-
day, the 1 2th day of March, 19 68, at one o'clock in the afternoon to act on the
following subjects:
ARTICLE 1 : To bring in your votes for the election of Delegates-at-large; Alternate
Delegates-at-large; District Delegates; Alternate District Delegates; to the national
conventions of the various political parties to be held to nominate party candidates
for the President and Vice-President of the United States; and to declare your pref-
erence for candidates for the offices of the President and Vice-President of the
United States.
ARTICLE 2 : To bring in your votes for the election of one selectman for three years,
town treasurer, town clerk, highway agent, one cemetery commissioner for three
years, one trustee of trust funds for three years, one trustee of the library for three
years, three Fire wards, three commissioners of Plante Memorial Park, town hall
agent, and constable and prosecuting agent.
Polls will be open not earlier than one o'clock P.M. and close not earlier than
six o'clock P.M.
ARTICLE 3: To hear and act upon the reports of agents, committees and officers
heretofore chosen.
ARTICLE 4 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money
in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 5 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3 3,9 00.0 for Town charges.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
S2 ,5 00 .00 for street lighting. The same to be spent under a plan for proper
distribution of light, submitted by Public Service Company as suggested in Article
5 of the 196 7 Town meeting.
ARTICLE 7 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $8 ,5 00 .0 for
oiling town roods
.
ARTICLE 8 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Si 6 ,000 .00 for the maintenance of Town roads.
ARTICLE 9 : To see if the Town will vote to accept state aid for Town road aid
construction and to appropriate the sum of $1 ,0 3 6 . 1 6 , the state to give $6,90 7 .74
ARTICLE 1 0: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
SI ,5 00 .00 for the general care and maintenance of the Town cemeteries, and
the same to be expended under the direction of the cemetery commission .
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ARTICLE 1 1 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 ,800 .00 for the care and maintenance of the Town Library, including the
purchase of books and periodicals.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$300 .00 for the care and maintenance of the Common, the same to be expended
under the direction of the Village district.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$300 .00 for the care and maintenance of the Plante Memorial Park, to be ex-
pended under the direction of the park commission.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$306 .00 (six cents per $1 ,000 .00 of the Town's equalized valuation) to the
Monadnock Region Association, an agency to advertise, promote and preserve the
natural advantages and resources of the Town in cooperation with other 37 towns of
the Monadnock Region.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$37 5.00 to be used for the care of trees on the Common, Plante Memorial Park,
cemeteries and the streets.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 25 .00 for White Pine Blister Rust Control Program.
ARTICLE 17: To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$300.00 to be used for the observance of Memorial Day, the same to be expended
under the direction of the patriotic bodies.
ARTICLE 18: To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 00 .00 for the purpose of defraying any expenditures for civil expense, approved
by the local civil defense director, and the selectmen, in accordance with R.R.R.
Chapter 107, Section 10-14-20.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$6 3 7 .00 in support of the operating costs of Elliot Community Hospital for year
1968.
ARTICLE 20 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2 ,000 .00 to be expended by the Fitzwilliam District Nursing Association for the
purpose of acquiring visiting nurse services for Fitzwilliam.
ARTICLE 21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$6 00 .00 for the purchase of radio equipment for the Police Department.
ARTICLE 22 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to request
the assistance of the State Tax Commission for 1968 tax year in appraising addit-
ions or changes to taxable property and to raise and appropriate the sum of $3 00
for this purpose
.
ARTICLE 2 3 : To see If the Town will vote to establish a contigency fund and vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of $2 ,000 .00 for this purpose.
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ARTICLE 24 : To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $6 ,000 .00
to install culvert pipes and change the layout of the Royalston Road (68) at the site
of present KempBrook Bridge, A/K/A Camp Brook, A/K/A Chaplin Brook.
ARTICLE 25 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2 ,5 00 .00 for the purpose of repainting the interior of the Upper Town Hall or
take any action thereto.
ARTICLE 26 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to deed what-
ever rights and/or title it may now have to a parcel of land on the easterly side of
Templeton Road (73), to Walter M. Stone of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire. Said
parcel is described in a deed from Chancey Davis to the Town of Fitzwilliam, dated
June 2 8, 1886, and recorded in Cheshire Registry Vol . 283, Page 223.
ARTICLE 27 : To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following ordinance:
"That no new dump or junk yard, including motor vehicles and/or machinery junk
yards as defined in Chapters 2 67 -267 A of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes,
for the storage or disposal of abandoned vehicles or parts thereof or for scrap iron,
scrap paper, rags or discarded material of any kind, shall be established within the
Town of Fitzwilliam.
"Any exception of this rule may be made only after approval by the Board of
Selectmen, following an open hearing on the matter. Said hearing to be called by
the Board of Selectmen within fourteen (1 4) days from the date of application for
said exception .
"
ARTICLE 28 : To see if the Town will vote the follwing regulation or take any
action thereon: "Any party or person constructing a water supply, digging a shal-
low well or drilling a well , for domestic or industrial use, within 1 00 feet of a
public way shall first file a statement with the Town Clerk releasing the Town from
any or all liability for polution of such water supply or well, as the result of
materials being used in construction or maintenance of public ways."
ARTICLE 29 : To see if the Town will vote to rescind action taken under Article
2 9 , Town Meeting of 1950, relating to the granting of discount on taxes or take
any action thereon
.
ARTICLE 30 : To see if the Town will vote to make the office of Highway Agent an
appointive office. Appointments to be made by the Board of Selectmen.
ARTICLE 31: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of the Municipal
Budget Law
.
If a majority of those present and voting shall vote for adoption of the Municipal
Budget Law, six members at large for the Budget Committee shall be nominated from
the floor and elected by rising vote at the current town meeting but for the years
subsequent to 19 68 shall be elected by ballot in the same manner as town officers.
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ARTICLE 32 : To see if the Town will vote to have the Board of Selectmen serve as
a legislative committee representing the Town in School and Town affairs.
ARTICLE 33 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the fire wards to sell the
19 36 Stewart. This sale to be made at the discretion of the fire wards.
ARTICLE 34: To see if the Town will authorize the Town to sell all tax deeded
property by public sale.
ARTICLE 35 : To take action on any question that may properly come before this
meeting, not involving the appropriation of any money.
Given under our hands and seal, this 2 4th day of February, in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred and sixty-eight.
Ronald H. Fitzgerald
Howard C . Hoi man
John R. Damon
A true copy of Warrant--Attest:
Ronald H. Fitzgerald
Howard C. Hoi man
John R. Damon
Selectmen of Fitzwilliam
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF FITZWILUAM, N.H.
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES FOR THE ENSUING
YEAR JANUARY 1 , 1968 TO DECEMBER 31 , 1968
COMPARED WITH
ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUE, APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR JANUARY 1 , 1967 TO DECEMBER 31 , 19 67
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT:
Town Officers' Salaries 4,000.00 4,856.56 5,000.00
Town Officers' Expenses 3,800.00 3,363.64 3,800.00
Election & Registration Expenses 500.00 249.00 500.00
Expenses Town Hall and other 3,000.00 3,010.42 3,000.00
Town BIdgs.
Reappraisal of Property 7,459.62
Employees' Retirement & S.S. 1,000.00 1,182.22 1,000.00
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND
PROPERTY
Police Department 5,000.00 4,780.34 6,000.00
Fire Department 3,800.00 4,452.48 6,200.00
Moth Exterm. -Blister Rust and 500.00 125.00 500.00
and Care of Trees
Insurance 2,800.00 2,703.05 3,000.00
Damages and Legal Expenses 500.00 243.00 500.00
Civil Defense 100.00 86.29 100.00
HEALTH :
Health Dept. -including Hospitals 2,590.00 2,590.00 2,637.00
Town Dump & Garbage Removal 1,000.00 222.00 1,000.00
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES:
Town Maintenance-Summer-oiling 8,500.00 6,941.20 8,500.00
Town Maintenance-Winter 16,000.00 17,394.10 16,000.00
Street Lighting 2,200.00 2,146.20 2,500.00
Town Road Aid 930.28 930.28 1,036.16
LIBRARIES 1,800.00 1,800.00 1,800.00
PUBLIC WELFAR E:
Town Poor 1,000.00 1,031.26 1,000.00
Old Age Assistance 1,800.00 1,760.37 2,000.00
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES :
Memorial Day & Veterans' Assoc. 300.00 249.90 300.00
RECREATION:
Parks, Playground, IncI .Band Cone. 600.00 483.99 600.00
PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISES :
Cemeteries 1,500.00 2,892.19 1,500.00
Special Cemetery 1 5 .00
Adv. & Regional Associations 305.40 305.40 306.00
INTEREST on Temporary Loans 600.00 3,526.75 900.00
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES :
Dry Hydrant 1,500.00 1,487.00
Town Hall Repairs 6,000.00 11,265.02




Town History 1,000.00 1,000.00
COUNTYTAXES 12,572.31 12,572.31 13,000.00
SCHOOL TAXES 200,926 .84 202,406.10 244,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 291,324.83 309,240.69 326,679.16
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
OF THE TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, 1967
Lands and Buildings $ 7,381,445.11
Factory Buildings and Land 171, 400. 00
Factory Machinery 18,750.00
Electric Plants 652,300.00
Trailers 40, 000. 00
Stock in Trade, Merchants 68,450. 00
Stock in Trade, Manufacturers 97,500.00
Boats and Launches 850. 00
Neat Stock and Poultry 1,600.00
Road Building Machinery 22, 875. 00
Total Valuation Before Exemption $ 8, 455, 170. 00
Veterans' Exemptions $ 74, 500. 00
Blind Exemptions 2,000.00
Neatstock Exemptions 1, 000. 00
Total Exemptions Allowed $ 77, 500. 00
NET VALUATION $ 8,377,670.00
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND
TAXES ASSESSED AND TAX RATE APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS:
Town Officers' Salaries $ 4,000.00
Town Office Administrative Expenses 3, 800. 00
Election and Registration Expenses 500. 00
Town Hall 3,000. 00
Social Security and Retirement Contributions 1, 000. 00
Police Department 5,000.00
Fire Department 3, 800. 00
Blister Rust and Care of Trees ' 125. 00
Insurance 2,800.00
Damages and Legal Expenses 500. 00
Health Department and Hospitals 2, 590. 00
Dump and Garbage Collection 1, 000. 00
Town Maintenance 24, 500. 00
Street Lighting 2,200.00
Town Road Aid 930. 28
libraries 1,800.00
Old Age Assistance 1,000.00
Public Relief 1, 000. 00
Memorial Day 300. 00
Parks and Playgrounds 600. 00
Cemeteries 1,500.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 305. 40
Dry Hydrant 1.500.00
New Equipment (Highway truck) 6, 000. 00
Payment on Debt 600. 00
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Contingency Fund
Town History Trust $ 1,000.00
Care of Trees 375. 00
Town Hall Painting & Repairs 6, 000. 00
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS $ 77, 825. 68
Less: Estimated Revenues and Credits:
Interest and Dividends Tax $ 23,605.95
Railroad Tax 68. 31
Savings Bank Tax 623, 98
Reimbursement a/c State and Federal Lands 81. 24
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 890. 49
Interest Received on Taxes and Deposits 600. 00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 150. 00
Dog Licenses 500.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 12,000.00
Income from Trust Funds 20. 00
National Bank Stock Taxes 11. 00
Poll Taxes @ $2. 00 1,000.00
Cash Surplus 3,000.00
Head Tax Commission 300. 00
Class V Highway 1. 500. 77
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $ 44, 351. 74
Net Town Appropriations 33, 473. 94
Net School Appropriations 200, 926. 84
County Tax Assessment 12, 572. 31
TOTAL OF TOWN. SCHOOL AND COUNTY 246, 973. 09
ADD: Overlay 4. 357. 01
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY PROPERTY TAXES 251, 330. 10
Taxes to be commited to Collector:
Property Taxes 251, 330. 10
Poll Taxes at $2. 00 1,000.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 11. 00
Total Taxes to be committed 252, 341. 10'
Cash Surplus - Difference between CASH balance and current liabilities
excluding long term debt as of December 31.
Tax Rate $3. 00
8, 377.670 X 3. 00 = $251, 330. 10
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DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Concord, New Hampshire
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS




Submitted herewith is the report of the annual examination and audit of the
accounts of the Town of Fitzwilliam for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1967
which was made by this Division in accordance with the vote of the Town. Ex-
hibits as hereafter listed are included as part of the report.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts and records of the
Board of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk, Library, Village Pre-
cinct and Trustees of Trust Funds.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Balance Sheets - December 3 1 , 1 966 -December 3 1 ,1967 (Exhibit
^^
Comparative Balance Sheets as of December 31, 1966 and December 31, 19 67,
are presented in Exhibit A-1 . As indicated therein, the Surplus decreased by
$2,237 .59, from $1 3,823 .36 to $1 1 ,585 .77 in 1 967 . Inasmuch as there
were no outstanding long term notes or bonds on December 31, 19 67, the Balance
Sheet Surplus of $1 1 ,5 85 .77 , also represented the Current Surplus (excess of
total assets over current liabilities) on that date.
Analysis of Change in Financial Conditions: (Exhibit A-2)
An analysis of the change in financial condition of the Town during the year is
made in Exhibit A-2 , with the factors which caused the change Indicated therein.
Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expenditures - Estimated and Actual
Revenues: (Exhibits A-3 and A-4)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures, estimated and
actual revenues for the fiscal year ended December 31 , 1967, are presented in
Exhibits A-3 and A-4 . As indicated by the budget summary (Exhibit A-4), a
revenue surplus of $5 ,1 85 .8 7, less a net overdraft of appropriations of
$3 ,8 1 9 .4 8 , resulted in a net budget surplus of $1 ,366.39
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Summary Statement of Receipts and Expenditures: (Exhibit B-1 )
A summary statement of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year ended
December 3 1 , 19 67, made up in accordance with the uniform classification of
accounts, is included in Exhibit B-1 . Proof of the Treasurer's balance as of
December 31 , 1967, is indicated in Exhibit B-2 .
AUDIT PROCEDUR E
The accounts and records of all town officials charged with the custody, re-
ceipt and disbursement of public funds were examined and audited. Vouchers and
cancelled checks were compared with supporting invoices and payrolls as well as
entries in the books of record. Receipts were checked by source insofar as possible
and totals of receipts and expenditures verified. Book balances were verified by
comparison with reconciled bank balances mode from statements submitted by dep-
ository banks. Verification of uncollected taxes was made by mailing notices to
delinquent taxpayers as Indicated by the Collector's records. The amounts of un-
collected and unredeemed taxes as indicated in this report are therefore subject to
any changes which may be necessitated by the return of verification notices.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Tax Anticipation Notes' Interest to be Raised in Budget:
It is recommended that sufficient funds to defray the interest charges to be in-
curred In borrowing tax anticipation notes for the year be appropriated In the Town
budget. The revenues anticipated from the investment of id le funds of the Town,
likewise, should be Inserted In the budget form as an estimated revenue for the
year.
Correction of Errors In Tax Lists and Warrants:
Attention is called to R.S.A. 76:1 4, relative to the correction of errors in
the tax lists and warrants delivered to the Tax Collector. This section provides as
follows:
"7 6:1 4 Correction of Omissions, or Improper Assessment. If the
Selectmen, before the expiration of the year for which a tax has
been assessed, shall discover that the same has been taxed to a
person not by law liable they may, upon abatement of such
tax and upon notice to the person liable for such tax, Impose the
same upon the person so liable. And If it shall be found that any
person or property shall have escaped taxation the Selectmen,
upon notice to the person, shall impose a tax upon the person
or property so liable."
In accordance with the provisions of the above statute, no changes, whatso-




Considerable difficulty was experienced in reconciling the records of the Tax
Collector for the fiscal year ended December 31,1 967 . In many instances,
delayed recording of receipts was noted.
Tax collections should be recorded in the Collector's Cash Journals promptly.
Uncollected Taxes:
As of December 31 , 1967, delinquent property, poll and head taxes amount-
ing to $2 5 7 .4 on account of tax levies of 1 9 65 and prior years remained out-
standing on the Tax Collector's warrants.
The lists of uncollected taxes should be reviewed and where required, abate-
ments should be issued by the Selectmen. The Tax Collector should take the nec-




There were, as of December 31 , 19 67, unredeemed taxes from the tax sales
of the levies of 19 64 and prior years as follows:
Levy of 1 9 64 $ 5 33 .9 6
Levy of 1963 320.16
Levy of 1962 329 .31
Levy of 1961 222 .72
Levy of 1960 190.30
Levy of 1 9 5 9 6.90
Levy of 195 6 30 .50
$1 ,633.85
Inasmuch as the two year period provided by law In which redemption from tax
sales may be made has expired on these unredeemed taxes, the Tax Collector
should deed all of the properties involved to the Town at once.
Unpaid taxes on account of machinery and equipment, stock In trade, etc.,
should be sold at a Tax Collector's sale of real estate, only where real estate is
owned as per the provisions of R.S.A. 8 0:1 9 and 8 0:20 .
It Is also noted that in several Instances, unpaid taxes sold to individuals at
various tax sales, were erroneously discharged at the Register of Deeds as having
been redeemed, when In fact these taxes are still unredeemed. The Collector
should immediately notify the Register of Deeds to vacate these discharges in
order to protect the interests of the purchasers involved.
Real estate actually sold at a tax sale should be properly described on the
record of tax sales.
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Town Hall Agent;
All funds received by the Town Hall Agent should be remitted monthly to the
Treasurer.
Library:
We recommend the use of columnar journals with appropriate headings for
classification of receipts and expenditures be adopted by the Library Treasurer.
Conclusion:
The provisions of Chapter 184, of the Laws of 1955, require that this report
or the summary of findings and recommendations (letter of transmittal) shall be
published in the next annual report of the Town.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Town of Fitzwilllam for their
assistance during the course of the audit.
Yours very truly,
O. Maurice Oleson, Director
DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Frederick E. LaPlante, Auditor
Laurence M. Bean, Accountant
CERTIFICATE OF AUDIT
This is to certify that we have examined and audited the accounts and records
of the Town of Fitzwilliam for the fiscal year ended December 31 , 1 967 . In our
opinion, the Exhibits included herewith present fairly the financial condition of
the Town on December 31 , 19 67, and the results of operations for the fiscal year
ended on that date.
Respectfully submitted,
O. Maurice Oleson, Director
DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Frederick E. LaPlante, Auditor
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Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
Fiscal Year Ended December 31 , 1967
Surplus - December 31,1 966 $ 1 3,823 .36
Surplus - December 31, 19 67 1 1 ,585 .11
Decrease in Surplus $2,237.59
Analysis of Change
Decrease:
Surplus Used to Reduce Tax Rate $ 3,000.00
Decrease in Amount Due from Employees 2 2 .2 8
Tax Collector's Excess Debits (Net) 1 81 .44




Net Budget Surplus 1 ,366.39
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Comparative Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
and Budget Summary




Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures




Property Taxes -1967 $232,518.89
Poll Taxes - 1967 776.00
Nat 'I Bank Stock Taxes 6 .00
Yield Taxes 869.95
State Head Taxes (a $5 -1 9 67 2,495 .00
Total Current Year's Taxes collected and remitted 236,6 65 .84
Property Taxes & Yiled Taxes-Prev. Years 27,750.28
Poll Taxes - Previous Years 1 50 .00
State Head Taxes (a $5 -Previous Yrs 5 35.00
Interest Received on Taxes 1 ,0 6 8 .0 2
Penalties on State Head Taxes 61 .0
Tax Sales Redeemed 3,5 39 .94
From State:
For Class V H'way Maintenance 1 ,5 00 .7 7
Interest & Dividends Tax 23,605.95
Railroad Tax 139.71
Savings Bank Tax & Bidg. & Loan
Association Tax 62 3.98
Reimbursements a/c State & Federal
Forest Lands 81 .24
Fighting Forest Fires 1 43 .40
Reimbursement a/c Motor Vehicle
Rod Toll 184.73
Reimbursement a/c Head Tax Exp. 37 .00
Reimbursement o/c Blister Rust 1 -25
From Local Sources, Except Taxes;
Dog Licenses 532.00
Business Licenses, permits &
Filing Fees 171 .00
Rent of Town Property 142.00
Int. received on Deposits 1 /455 .75
Income from Trust Funds 3 .00
Motor Vehicle MPermits 13,632.36
Re ce
i
pts other than Current Revenues;
Temporary Loans In anticipation 2 9 0,000 .00
Refunds 1 ,41 7 .55
Swimming Club Commissions 1 8 .00
Total Receipts Other than Current Revenue 29 1 ,435 .5 5
Total Receipts from all Sources 6 3,486.77
Cash on Hand January 1 , 1 9 67 1 35,766.56




Summary of Treasurer's Account & Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December 31 , 1 9 67
Balance - January 1 , 1 967 135,766.56
Receipts During Year 603 ,486 .17
739,253 .33
Expenditures During Year 609 ,1 03 .42
Balance - December 31 , 1967 $ 1 30,149.91
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance in the Ashuelot Nat'l
Bank, Keene - per statement
December 2 9, 1 9 67 29,629.55
Add: Deposit January 4,1 9 68 1 7,999 .84
47,629.39
Less: Outstanding Checks 25 ,479 .48
22,149.91
Certificates of Deposit:
Ashuelot National Bank-Nos. 127,
128, 129, 1 30, 1 31 & 1 32 1 08,000.00








Town Officers' Salaries 4,856.56
Town Officers' Expenses 3,36 3 .6 4
Election & Registration Exp 249 .00
Town History 1 ,000 .00
Expenses Town Hall & Other
Town Buildings 3,01 .42
Reappraisal of Property 7,459 .62
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Department 4,780.34
Fire Department, inci . forest fires 4,4 5 2 .4 8
Moth Exter. -Blister Rust & Care
of Trees 125.00
Insurance 2,703.05
Civil Defense 86 .2 9
Bounties 2.00
Health:
Health Dept. IncI . Hospitals 2,590.00
Town Dumps & Garbage removal 2 22 .0
Highways and Bridges:
Town Road Aid 930.28
Town Maintenance 17,394.10
Street Lighting 2,146 .2
Oiling Town Roads 6,941.20







Memorial Day, Veterans 'Assoc
and Old Home Day 249.90
Recreation:






Damages & Legal Expenses 24 3 .0
Advertising & Regional Assoc. 305 .4
Taxes bought by Town 4,5 74 .84
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds 1 ,2 69 .3 3
Employees' Retirement and Soc Sec 1 , 1 82 .22
Total Current Maintenance Expenses $ 78,119.68
Interest on Temporary Loans 3,526.75 3,526.75
Dry Hydrant 1,4 87.00
Town Hall 1 1 ,265 .02
New Highway Equipment 5 ,7 1 .00
Total Outlay Payments 18,462 .02
Indebtedness:
Payments on Temporary Loons 290,000.00 290,000.00
Payments to Other Governmental
Divisions:
State Head Taxes
1967 $2,061 .00 )
Pr Yrs $T,81 1 .50 ) 3,872 .50
Payments to State a/c Yield
Tax Debt Retirement 144.0 6
Taxes Paid to County 12,572.31
Payments to School Districts
1966 $1 15,081 .00
1967 $ 87,325.00 202,406.10
Total Payments to Other Governmental Divisions 2 1 8 ,994 .97
Total Payments for All Purposes $ 609,103.42
Cash on Hand December 31 , 1 967 1 30,149 .91
GRANDTOTAL $739,253.33
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D. Reed Chaplin, Registrar
N.H. Municipal Association
New England Tel . and Tel .
N.H. State Tax Commission
Chases', Inc.
Public Service of N.H.
















Walter Hill - Box rent
Ronald H. Fitzgerald (car)
Howard C. Holman (car & clerk)

































































Robert Dunton, Care of clock
Bill 's Oil Company
Public Service of N.H.
New England Tel . and Tel .





























Donald Patterson 1 00 .00
Arno Hill, mowing roadsides 94.50
Winston Wright 1
William Davis, Jr. - truck 42
N. R. Fogg & Son -supplies 941
Walter Semero - use of grader 400
Davis & Stone -supplies 61 .49
Chemical Corporation - salt 643 .1 3
International Salt -salt 2 35
Merrimack Farmer's Exchange 1 68
Keene Sand and Gravel 1 65
Sane I Auto Parts 199.9 3
Public Service of N.H. 62.38
Leplsto's Garage - repairs 2 90 .60
Cold River Hot Mix 1 82 .47
Woodward Motors - repairs 64 .96
Plante's Store - supplies 6 .75
Roy's Market- supplies 2 .78
Ray Reed Equipment 4 .8 6
Henry Anderson - sand 205 .00
George Spiers - gravel 37 .5
G . L. Merriam - supplies 67.79
Hazelton, Inc. -repairs, loader, sender 3,481 .13
695 .62
Stronshine Auto Parts 1 3 .00
Artcraft - signs 6 1 .00
Gale Hill - supplies 25 .60
Weston Hoi man 2 8 .40
Bob's Gulf 21 .31
Hydraulic Jack 17.00
Agawam Tool 7 .25
Tommila Brothers 21 9 .73
Texas Refining 42.00
17,394.10
TOWN HIGHWAY - OILING
John Mattson, - wages
Howard Ellis, -wages




W. Raymond - trucking
Tommila Brothers - trucking
Town of Troy Highway
W. Somero, -grader
Cold River Hot Mix
N. A . Fogg and Son









Tommila Brothers 1 00 .00
Robert Dunton 1 7 .00




N.H. State Treasurer-head tax 3,8 72 .5
Cheshire County Treasurer 1 2 ,5 72 .31
N.H. State Treasurer-reappraisal 7,459 .62
N.H. State Treasurer Yield Tax 1 44 .06
PARKS:
Plante Memorial Park 161 ,49
Village Precinct 300.00
SCHOOL DISTRICT:
Monadnock Regional School District
Balance 1966-67 Budget 115,117.10
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UNPAID PROPERTY TAXES LEVY OF 19 67
As of January 1 , 19 68
Aldsworth, John H. $ 180.60
William Anderson, heirs (bal) 90.80
Angier, Wallace F. 456.00
Arsenault, Francis 6 .00
Baldwin, Walter D. heirs 3 .00
Bateman, Frank and Barbara 1 08 .00
Bemis, Casper C . , Jr. 166.5
Bentzinger, Robert 1 75 .5
Bolles, Harry H. 9.00
Brackets, Clarence H. 37.50
Brackett, Donald 322.50
Campbell, Clayton O. 262.50
Campbell, Kenneth (bal) 188.50
Chase, George D. 53.50
Cirillo, Evelyn M. 91 .50
Dickinson, Theima J. 60.00
Drolshagen, Roger 1 1 2 .5
Dunton, George A., heirs 28.20
Dunton, George F. Jr. 1 32 .00
Duplease, Robert E. 75 .00
Eckberg, John E. 2 23 .5
Fairbanks, Roslyn & June 1 12.50
Haskell, Howard E. 1 56 .00
Fealey, Cecillia E. 1 99 .50
Firmin, Daniel H. 495 .00
Keillg, Martha (bal) 323.55
Flaherty, M. J. and A. C. 153.00
Florence, Robert 360.00
Greenough, G. Theo. and Jesse 2 16.00
Handy, Roy, Jr. and Shirley 30 .00
Huntoon, Clyde W. Sr. 256.50
Hartford Woolen Company 360 .00
Dunbar, Harold (of E.I.Hill) 160.50
Hofco Realty (bal) 1 ,1 70.39
Hongisto, Walter 21 7 .5
Jacobs, Beatrice 33.00
Jacobs, Roland (bal) 21 .00
Jean, Lillian B. 87 .00
Jengo, Augie 27.00
Jones, Perley, heirs 1 5 .00
Kelsey, Ralph K. 54 .00
Kendall, Mildred 4.50
Kendall, Richard 9 .00
Kovanen, Watti 1 5 .00
LeFave, Robert 135.00
Lavender, Edw. G. 2 74.50
Lemes, Ralph 54 .00
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92-1 Casey, Jos & Glenda, place of Wm. Lowney 255.00
93-5
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UNPAID HEAD & POLL TAXES 1 967 LEVY
As of January 1 , 19 68
HEAD POLL TOTAL
Allen, C. Boyd and Margaret K.
Angler, Wallace & Emeline
Ayers, Daniel & Marjorie
Baldwin, Ruth
Blake, Donald & Jeannette
Bosworth, Roger & Eleanore
Cameron, Annie A.
Campbell, Clayton & Evelyn
Campbell, Kenneth & Virginia
Carrier, Roger and Mary
Carter, Frank and Ladonno
Casey, William and Patricia
Chase, Albert
Chase, John H. Jr.
Chase, Millard W.
Conant, Roger and Margaret
Crooke, Robert and Virginia
Dickinsop, Philip Sr. and Thelma
Dickinson, Philip Jr.
Dunchus, Kenneth & Nancy
Duffy, Peggy
Dunton, George Jr. and Phyllis
Dunton, James N
.
Duval, Henry and Dorothy
|-irmin, Daniel and Elaine
Flanders, Mary
Eddings, Roscoe and Sadie
Fish, Norman and Frances
Gerow, Arthur & L. Joyce
Goewey, John & Beatrice





Gravel , Donald F .
Greenough, Robert
Greenough, Theo. & Jesse
Hofmeister, Paul & Ann
Hongisto, Wal ter and Modena
I vers, Ernest and Paura





King, Robert & Constance








Summary of State Head Tax Warrants
Fiscal Year Ended December 31,1 967
Levies of:
-DR- 1967 1966 1965
Uncollected Head Taxes











10.00 25 .00 35 .00
21 .00 25 .00 40.00




Statement of Town Clerk's Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31 ,1 96 7
-DR-
Cash on Hand - January 1 , 1 967:
Motor Vehicle Permits $ 397.26
Dog Licenses & Penalties 3 .0
Motor Vehicle Permits Issued:







23 (a $5 .00
2 Kennels (g $20.00
1 Kennel (g $25 .00




SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, land and buildings $ 100,000.00
Town Hall, equipment 5,000.00
Town Library, land and buildings 20,000.00
Town Library, books and furniture 1 5 ,0 .0
Fire Department, land and buildings 1 6 ,000 .00
Fire Department, equipment 25,000.00
Police Department, equipment 1 ,000 .00
Highway Department, land & bidgs. 5 ,000 .00
Highway Department, equipment 25,000.00
Common and Plante Memorial Park 3 ,000 .00
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The usual summer maintenance work was done. Class V roads were graveled where
necessary and two new culverts were replaced. A section of the Upper Troy Road,
south from the Meadowood Fire Station was widened and surfaced with farmers mix
a distance of 1564 feet.
OILING
Approximately three miles of oiling was done on black top roads. Considerable
widening was done on the Jaffrey Road but more work Is needed before final oiling.
About 7 tons of cold patch were used.
T. R. A.
Completed balance of surface preparation and oiling of 2 miles on Fullam Hill Rd.
DUMP
In addition to plowing the driveway into the dump, at the request of the Selectmen
an average of a half-day a week was spent pushing back refuse and hauling fill
.
RECEIPTS OF DEPARTMENT
Labor and material $ 8 .5




'67 Ford dump Truck and push frame New
1 '61 Chevrolet dump Truck " " Fair
1 Compressor & Equipment Fair
2 Power Sanders Good
1 Swenson Sander New
I Hough Pay loader Good
1 Motor Grader Fair
1 Power Sweeper Good
3 One-way Snow Plows Good
2 V Snow Plows Fair
2 00 feet snow fence Fair
JOHN T. MATTSON
*********** *¥¥¥* *Tflr^fV* * *
INVENTORY OF ALL ROADS" N.H. STATE HIGHWAY DEPT. 1 967
Route 12 7.9 6
Route 119 7.5 3
Improved (T.R.A. & Graveled Rds) 44.84
Unimproved and Primitive Roads 1 4 .31
TOTAL MILEAGE 74.64
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REPORT OF FIRE WARDS 1 9 67
The year 1967 has shown to us that we need to increase our budget. Elsewhere
in this report is an item comparison of our needs last year, the year before, and what
is expected in 1 9 68 . We, as Fire Wards, feel this amount is necessary to maintain
our buildings and equipment for the coming year.
We again wish to thank the following people for their continued service to the
town by providing radio service to the town from their homes:
Edward and Dorothy Grant
Robert and Marilyn Dunton
Winston and Jane Wright
We, as Fire Wards, wish to express to Donald Holbrook, who retired as Chief
of the Meadowood Fire Department, our thanks for the cost-free fire protection he
gave to the town. His Department has done this since 1 95 3 .






















LOCATION & NATURE OF FIRE DAMAGE
Shoff House, Village - Chimney None
Chester Smith, Jaffrey Rd . - Tractor Slight
Meatty Farm, Royalston Rd - Chimney None
Walter Dunton, State Line - Range Burner None
McMasters, Upper Troy Road - Steam Pipe Slight
Shack on Rt. 12, False Alarm-Honest Mistake
Accident Rt. 119 - Car Fire Total Loss
Mutual Aid, Troy
Damond, State Line False Alarm-Honest Mistake
Dr. Jones, Laurel Hake - House Fire Total Loss
Mutual Aid, Jaffrey
Accident, Lower Troy Rood
Depot, Lost Child




At lee Hill, Royalston Road -House Fire Total Loss
Grants, Rt. 12 - Car Fire Total Loss
Nichelson, Depot - Chimney None
The following is a list of equipment donated to the Town of Fitzwilliam by the
members of the Fitzwilliam Fire Department:
5 00' of 1 -1/2" hose $ 425.00
Generator 4 68.0
Monitors 301 .5
Lights for Generator 191 .5
Christmas Tree Lights 9 .5
Adaptor & Nozzle 140.50
TOTAL $1,617.00
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The following is a total of money which has been donated to the Town by people
and organizations within the Town. This includes such things as the Boy Scouts,
Community Improvement Project and the work in the lower town hall . Total more
than $1 ,300.00
Report of Forest Fire Warden and District Chief
The year of 1967 will go down in history as a wet year although the early
spring was dry and windy. During this time, we had many fires, unnecessary fires
caused by carelessness and disregard for the commonsense fire laws and regulations.
This lack of responsibility on the part of a few people hurts everyone. Let's work
together to prevent the start of those unnecessary fires by:
1 . No burning between 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. and then
only with a permit from the Forest Fire Warden.
2 . Take all debris and waste to the town dump.
3 . Keep a clean, safe town dump.
4 . '-'rge close supervision of children in regard to use of matches.
5 . Exercise care with smoking material - use the ashtray.









REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
The library has been most fortunate this past year in having received many fine
books as gifts. In addition to numerous donations from individuals of one or two
books, several memorial collections have been presented to the library by friends
and families in memory of dear ones, including an excellent group of books on
music for both children and adults in memory of Miss Ethel Quereau; another of
historical fiction and biography in memory of Mrs. David Reld and still another
collection of the large print books for the visually handicapped in memory of Mrs.
Warren Grant. These latter have not yet arrived but are on order from our supplier.
A trust fund in memory of Mrs. Lucy B. Hallhas been established and will be
used in the future toward the purchase of children's books.
The Gap Mountain Lions Club has donated a year's subscription to the large
print edition of the Reader's Digest which will be shared with the Troy and Rich-
mond Libraries as are the large print books presented by the Club last year.
We again received our $10 .00 N. H. Library Affiliation State Aid grant for
reference books. The reference collection now is an excellent one for a town of
this size and is improving yearly.
These books, plus the library's own purchases, make a total of 3 1 new volumes
added to the collection during the year and the Library currently subscribes to 2 8
magazines.
Through the generosity of the Columbia Recording Company, we now have o
small number of LP albums available for loan.
The classification of the adult history section has been completed and we are
now at work on the junior non-fiction.
Both the Librarian and the assistant librarian completed a course at Keene
State College on the administration of the small public library and the librarian
also attanded classes on book selection for adults and young adults held at the
N.H. State Library District Office in Keene. These courses are made available
through our membership in the N.H. Affiliated Libraries.
Presently, there is a story hour for the pre-school children on alternate
Wednesday mornings.
The landscaping and new planting around the front of the building was the
generous gift of the FitzwIIIIam Garden Club and the library is indebted to the
Youth Fellowship of the Federated Church whose members devoted two Saturdays
to painting the library fence.
We are most grateful, too, to Mr. William Davis, Jr. for his efforts in keeping
our tempermental heating unit functioning.
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The floors downstairs have been oiled and ore much improved in appearance.
If is hoped that there will be funds for painting in the coming year.
The Bookmobile continues to serve us well having made five visits during 1967.
In addition to having books on loan through the Bookmobile, the library has
mode frequent use of inter-library loans from the State Library in Concord, the
University of N.H. Library, Dartmouth College Library and other public libraries
not only in our own state but from libraries as far away as Oregon. If we do not
have what you want or need in our own library, we will make every effort to get
it for you. Please do not hesitate to ask.
As in the past, the Librarian and the Trustees wish to express their gratitude to




REPORT OF LIBRARY TREASURER
1967
BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
New Hampshire State Treasurer
Monadnock Ledger
American Forests











World Book - Yearbook





REPORT OF LIBRARY TREASURER
1967
Balance January 1 , 1 967 $ 319.32
RECEIPTS 1967
Town Appropriation $1 ,800.00
Rent-Library Sewing Circle 2 .00
Gift 15.00
Overpayment, Magazine subscription 10.00
Memorial Book 5 .00
Memorial Fund/Florence Reid 34.00
Memorial Fund/Lucy Hall 1 32 .00
Donation toward Plantings 5.00
Fines 15.05
Deposit for books 5 .00
Reimbursement-Purchase of books 5.12
Trust Funds 1967 611.11
Haskell
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FITZWILUAM DISTRICT NURSING ASSOCIATION
Treasurer's Report
January 1 , 1 967 - December 31 , 1967
Balance on Hand January 1 ,1 967 -Keene Savings Bank Acc't 3 82 45 $ 40.61
RECEIPTS;
Town Appropriation 2 ,000 .00
Haskell Fund (see NOTE) 51 .17
Interest to October 1,1967 2 .32
Contributions re Receiptlon for New Nurse 1 4 .25
$ 2,108.95
Disbursements:
Troy Visiting Nurse Association, as per contract 1 ,333 .33
Expense re Receiption for New Nurse 1 4 .25
Bank Service Charge 2 .00
Balance on hand December 31,1 96 7 -Keene Savings Bank
Account #38245 94.70
Keene National Bank, Special Checking Account 664.67 759.37
Nancy Cox Fund
Bal. on hand Jan. 1 , 1 967-Cheshire County Savings Bank Acct 601 95 687 .87
Receipts:
Interest to September 2 9, 1 96 7 31 .4 6
Bal on Hand Dec . 3 1 ,196 7 -Cheshire County Sav . Bank Acct 6 0195 $71 9 .33
Town Fair Fund (Dental Clinic)
Bal on Hand Jan.l ,1 967-Chexhire County Sav. Bank Acct 28386 2,455.90
Receipts:




Bal. on Hand Dec. 31 , '6 7 -Cheshire County Savings Bank
Account *^28 386 349.24
Spec. Account #5 01 345 2,073.37 2,422 .61
Community Christmas Fund
Bal. on hand Jan. 1 , "67 -Cheshire County Sav. Bank Acct 43788 1 90 .74
Receipts;




Christmas Basket Expenses 1 04 .69
Bal. on hand Dec. 31 , '67 -Cheshire Savings Bank Acct 4 3788 $ 1 36.29
ERNEST S. JOHNSON, Treasurer
NOTE: For record of Haskell Fund sse Report of Trust Funds for Town of Fitzwilliom.
Having examined the above account of the Treasurer of the Fitzwilliom District
Nursing Association, I found the same to be correctly cast and properly vouched.
JOHN E. ANKETELL, Auditor
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PERRY FUND REPORT
The total income from the Perry Fund this past year was $1 ,46 8 .68 . This amount
was used for hospital care for eight (8) of our citizens requiring assistance.
***************************
FITZWILLIAM VILLAGE WATER DISTRICT REPORT
There are 5 9 services in the system as of March 1,1968. In the past two years
six have been added and the potential of the system is 1 00 services. The District
is now operating at a small profit so that there is a reserve in case any catastrophic
breaks occur. The principal of the note has been reduced each six months and now
stands at $1 8,000 .00
Periodically, samples of water from each of the three weels are sent to Concord for
testing. Each time they report no contamination of any kind so that no chlorine has
ever been used. It is an admirable record.
The Water District operates at no cost to the taxpayers. All expenses are paid by
the users of water
.
FITZWILLIAM VILLAGE PRECINCT FINANCIAL REPORT
December, 1 96 7
RECEIPTS:
January Balance Forward $ 2 8 .6 8
May from Town 200.00
August Haskell Fund 180.00
November from Town 10 0.00
$ 508.68
EXPENDITURES:
June Chase Tree Service
June Roy's Market
June Eldwin O. Mattson, Jr.
June Tommila BIdg. Supply
July Edwin O. Mattson, Jr.
August Edwin O. Mattson, Jr.
October Edwin O. Mattson Jr.
Keene National Bank (check book)
Keene National Bank (Service charge)
December Cheshire County Savings
Cash on hand December 31, 1967
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SYNOPSIS ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
March 14, 1967


















Robert W . Dunton
Carl E. Baldwin





George F. Dunton, Jr.
Altierii Farinoli
Joseph Tardiff
The meeting was called to order by Moderator Horace FIrmin at 2 :05 P.M.
Motion made by John Damon and seconded by Ronald Fitzgerald to waiver reading
of the entire Warrant until the start of the evening meeting at 7 P.M.
Moderator declared the polls open at 2 :0 6 P.M. The ballot box was shown to be
empty, and the first voter was Henry A. Anderson.
At 5 :45 P.M. it was voted to keep the polls opened until five (5) minutes after
the action on the last Article in the Warrant.
The evening meeting was called to order by Moderator Firmin at 7 P.M. and a
prayer was offered by Rev. Paul D. Simpson. The entire Warrant was read by
Moderator Firmin and the following business was transacted under the Warrant:
ARTICLE 2 : To hear and act upon the reports of Committees and Officers. Motion
made, seconded and passed to accept all reports as given.
ARTICLE 3: Motion made, seconded and passed to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$28 ,000 .00 for Town charges. Motion made and seconded to




ARTICLE 13: $305 .40 Monadnock Region AssociaHon. Robert Pease asked
what help the Association gave Fitzwilllam and was ably answered
by Mr. Enock Fuller, Mr. Alfred Bicknell and Mr. Joseph Tardiff.
Motion made, seconded and PASSED as written.
ARTICLE 14: $300 .00 Memorial Day - Motion made, seconded and PASSED.
At this time Mr. Howard Holman made a motion to take up
Article ^29 - $4 ,000 plus $6 ,000 for Town Hall repairs.
ARTICLE 2 9 : Mr. Howard Holman made the following motion which was seconded
and PASSED - that "The Moderator appoint a Committee of four
to assist the Selectmen in the repairs to the Town Hall." This
motion made amendment to original Article 2 9 as above stated and
the Article was PASSED - to use the $4 ,0 00 .0 from Supply that
was voted in 1 966 and to appropriate an additional sum of $6,000
to do the work.
ARTICLE 1 5: $375 .00 Care Trees on Common, Plants Park and Cemetery &
Streets - Motion made, seconded and PASSED.
ARTICLE 16: $1 00 .00 for Civil Defense - Motion made, seconded and PASSED.
ARTICLE 1 7: $590 .00 Elliot Community Hospital - Motion made, seconded and
PASSED.
ARTICLE 18: $125 .00 White Pine Blister Program - Motion made, seconded and
PASSED.
ARTICLE 19: $6 ,000 .00 to raise and appropriate this sum, but not to exceed it,
for the purchase of a new highway truck in the two and one-half
ton series. Motion made, seconded and PASSED.
ARTICLE 20: $2 ,000 .00 but not to exceed this amount - for entering into a
contract with the Troy Visiting Nurse Association for the purpose of
acquiring Visiting Nurse service for Fitzwilliam. Motion made,
seconded and PASSED.
ARTICLE 2 1 : !No funds required - To allow the Fitzwilliam Cooperative Pre-
school to continue using the Lower Town Hall for holding a nursery
school and kindergarten. This article was duly PASSED.
ARTICLE 22 : To prohibit the use of wooden burial cases In our cemeteries. Howard
Holman read a letter from the Cemetery Commissioner, Philip Yon,
who was in the hospital, recommending such action and stating that
it would save the Town some money. Mr. Robert Pease spoke
against this article as - "People telling us what to do and not to
do." Passage of the article was called for and was PASSED as
written.
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ARTICLE 23: To accept a $2 00 .00 bequest from the will of Leroy S. Blake for
the perpetual care of the Nathan Stone cemetery lot. It was brought
out that the Trustees of the Trust Funds hove the power to accept
such an offer. A motion was made and seconded and PASSED to in-
definitely postpone this article.
ARTICLE 24: $24.44 for a street light in front of the home of Russell Wallace.
Motion made, seconded and PASSED to indefinitely postpone this
Article.
ARTICLE 25 : $1 ,5 00 .00 for a "Dry Hydrant System" and roadway to pond be-
hind the KIrschner Block. Chief of the Fire Department, Winston
A. Wright stated that the Village had far too little available water
and that this system would benefit not only the Village but that
water could be pumped from here well over a mile and that it would
make an ideal place to refill the tanks in our fire trucks wherever
they may be operating. Motion made, seconded and PASSED as
written
.
ARTICLE 26: $500 .00 for the Selectmen to request help from the State Tax
Commission for the 196 7 tax year in appraising additions and
changes to taxable property. Motion made, seconded and PASSED
to indefinitely postpone this Article. Voted to postpone - 76 YES
to 6 1 NO. Article postponed.
ARTICLE 27: To authorize Selectmen to engage part-time service of a caretaker
for the Town dump and to limit access to three days a week. In
Article ^4 the sum of $1 ,0 00 was requested for the care of the
Dump, and to be taken up with this Article. Considerable discussion
ranging from appropriating $2 ,5 00 and keeping the dump open 7
days to tabling the article pending study. Mr. Carl Baldwin, State
Fire Warden told the Meeting that the State will not allow the dump
to continue as it has been doing and that something drastic must be
done, and soon. It was suggested that this Article be postponed
but the meeting turned down. Mr. Russell Raltto made a motion,
which was seconded to reinstate the $1 ,0 00 in Town Charges,
Article ^4 and to instruct the Selectmen to take care of the dump
in the best way possible.
ARTICLE 28 : Re: $1 ,0 5 7 .8 5 that was transferred to the Town Treasurer from the
Bicentennial Committee Fund to be used for a fund for the publica-
tion of the second edition of the FItzwIIIIam Town History. This
Article was amended because of the surplus vote to the following:
To raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,000 .00 for the History.
Motion made, seconded and PASSED for the amended article.
ARTICLE 29: See Action on Page ^^2 .
ARTICLE 30 : To see If the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sel I all tax-
deeded property at public sale. This Article was amended to change
"SALE" to "AUCTION" . This Article was PASSED as amended.
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ARTICLE 31: To take action that may properly come before this Meeting, not
involving the appropriation of any money.
Victor Dunham asked why the list of properties and the listing of
dogs was not given in the Town Report.
Frances Fiske and Arthur Cleveland spoke about the school cost and
the difference between Fitzwilliam's share and that of Gilsum's.
Daley Whipple made the following motion - "Resolved - That the
Board of Selectmen appoint a Committee to investigate the possibility
of consolidating some of the Town Departments into a single Board
of Commission." After being duly seconded this resolution was
PASSED with a 32 to nothing vote.
The Polls were closed at 1 0:38 P.M. and the counting of the ballots was started.
After counting the results, the meeting was formerly closed at midnight.
2 87 votes were cast out of a check list of 66 3 names.
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Adelard J St. Germain
Jeannette M. Audet
Raymond F . Chenotte
Alice A. Ramsey
Douglas A . Riley
Lisa A . Rogers
Harry B. Hosley
Amelia P. Johnson
Omer G . Cormier
Virginia L. Kulkkula




Jordan I . Evans
Sheilah J . Campbell
Malcolm L. Hudson
Mono DesChamps
Joseph H. Bourque Jr
Geraldine M. Deyo
Murray M. Ritcey Jr
Cynthia M. Hedenberg
Joseph L. Sullivan

















































































































Antoine C . Trudeau
Elaine V. Nesser
John A . Smith
Elin M. Smith
Marshall J. Kendall






























































REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT
This Department operated for this past year with four regular and two special
officers. We have provided year-round police coverage for our Town and wish to
continue this policy for the year 1968.
We have had excellent cooperation from the Sheriff's Department and the State
Police in our police work.
This Department sponsored a Halloween Eve dance with a live five-piece
orchestra and refreshments for all children ages 8-21 in the lower hall of the Town
Hall. The attendance for the evening was 1 07 children. We hope to make this
an annual event each season.
This Department personnel underwrote all expenses personally with no cost to the
taxpayer.
















Dog and Animal Calls
Warnings
1 5 Summons Issued
3 Warrants served
1 Carbon Monoxide rescue











1 Fire Duty Police
3 2 Property Checks
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The Attention of Fitzwilliam Residents is called to some recent laws enacted by the
State of New Hampshire Legislature:
VETERANS' EXEMPTIONS:
A $5 .00 tax exemption is granted to a resident veteran or his widow. Veteran
must have served at least ninety (9 0) days in wartime, discharged other than dis-
honorable and not delinquent in payment of local or state taxes for which he is
liable. Poll taxes excepted. Veteran MUST FILE AN ANNUAL APPLICATION
with the Selectmen by APRIL 15 .
HUNTING OR FISHING LICENSE
The payment of head and poll taxes for the preceding year is required before a
hunting or fishing license can be issued . This also applies to drivers' licenses and
automobile registrations.
WATER POLLUTION AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL
The Selectmen urge that any party proposing to construct or change a sewage dis-
posal system FIRST submit plans and obtain the approval of the New Hampshire
Water and Pollution Commission, Concord, N.H.
Copies of all sewage disposal system plans, approved by the commission are on file
in the Selectmen's office.
JUNK YARD LAW
Under this law all junk yards must be licensed by local or state authority. Two or
more unregistered motor vehicles, held on a persons property are a violation. The
Selectmen propose to list and take action on violations as of May 1 , 19 68.
RABIES CONTROL ACT :
Before a license can be issued by the Town Clerk, the dog owner must present a
"certification that said dog has been vaccinated against rabies." The Selectmen
propose to make a head count of all dogs, as of April 1 , 1 968 , as required by
law
.
RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1967
Adams, David & Sally
Aldrich, Raymond E and
Marjorie M.
Aldsworth, John













Baldwin, Carl & Evelyn
Baldv^in, Fred & Jessie
VALUE
L/B Northerly Side $ 12,9 00
Rindge Road
l/B of Angier 4a 6,900
Bidg. Laurel Lake 2,350
9,250
L/B Scott Rd , Baker Lot 8,600
Incl. L/B of East Rd.
Homeplace25a 33,800
L/B S/S Cross Road 6,150
L/B N/S Cross Road 5,5 00
L/B E/S Sip Pond 4,600
L. Pt. Raymond Lot 2a 1 ,05
L. Clark Plus Lots 72a 700
L.Beals PI. Rt. 12 2 1 a 200
L. Sip Pond Peake Lot 6-1 /2a 150
L. Wilkins SW PI . 4a 20
exempt $1 ,000 1 7,370
L.Pt. Raymond lot 2 -1/2 a 1,50
L. Pond Lot 1/2 a 5 00
L. Tommila Lot 1 a 2 00
L.Feldman lot 20a
L. Chaplin lot 4a
L/B Pt Homeplace 1 4a &
Lee Swamp 2 0a
L.Rear Sip Pond 64a
L. Nutting Lot 15a
L.Pt. Homestead 6a
Homeplace, Royal ston Rd
Land of Hofmeister 2 5a
exempt $1 ,000
Bolles Farm 1 5 Oa
Land of Morin 32a
L/B of Firmin E/S HI 2
Land-Royalston Rd 2 0a
Forrestal lot 2 5a
Land & Buildings, Royalston
L/B W Lake Rd
Homeplace & cottage
2-1/2 a
Pt .Whitney Lot 1 a
Homeplace 1 5 a



























Wilkins Lot 1 7a
Baldwin, Walter D.heirs Lot-Winchendon Rd4a
Barker, Wensley & Johanna Homeplace 1 a
Barnes, Christopher and L/B Upper Troy Road
Katherine J.
Barnes, Lennox D.& Grace Unf. Homeplace 2 -1/2 a 14,550
L/B Old Tempi eton Rd
I -1/2 a
exempt 1 ,000
Barrus, Charles Homeplace 1 /2 a
exempt
Bateman, Frank & Barbara Cottage & Land Rockwood Rd
1
1
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Boote, Edward E.& Anne Hubbard Land of Godard
25a
41 ,800
L/B N/S Jaffrey Rd 175 a 5
L S/S Jaffrey Rd. 6a 1
Fisher Land of Shea 3 -3 /4a
Coolidge/Hubbard Lots 18 -1/2 a
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Cavadini, Kenneth and
Damon Reality Co.
RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1967
Pierce Lot 50a
Phillips Lot 5 6a
Chase & Petts Lot 5 6a
Pusher Pasture lot 47a
Rugg lot 2a
Haskell Lot 14a
Mt. Hunger Lots & Stretter
2 -3 -4 -7 -9 -10 -I I -214a
Damon & Shirley Lot 30a
Groton Lot 30a
Taylor Meadow 5 a
Brigham Lot 1 2 a
Woodward & Warner Rd.lots




Davis, William H. Jr.
and Sandra M.
Davis, William H., Jr.
Davis, Villiam H.Jr
and Roscoe Stone
Davis, William H and
Mildred B.
Decatur, Verne M.
Decatur, Verne M. &
Crystal L.




















"omeplace S/S Rt. 1 19 9,30
M. Davis Place 2 3,150
L/B Jet. Rt. 12 &Rt.l 19 9,700
Homeplace 2 3,70
Flowler Lot 2 ,050
Towne Farm 83a 850
Grant & Bowen Lot 1 1 2a 1,100
Land of Kapff 1 ,500
29,200
Bigelow & Whittemore lots 60a 450
Homeplace 1 a
Webb Hill Road
























Dodge, Fred F .
Homeplace
Pt. of Miles Pasture 6a
Land W/S Daley Rd. 14a
Whitney Pasture 1 a
Svc. Exemptin 1 ,000
L/B Turner Rd. & 1 19












Land & Camp-State Line 2a 2 ,000
Homeplace 8-1/2 a 12,200
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Drinker, Philip Homeplace2 3a 3
Sanchagrin House 2 a 2
Drinker Land & Perry Lot 2 0a
~5
Drolshagen, Roger & Claire L/B of St. Dennis 2 4a
Duffy, Peggie E. Homeplace 3/4a
Dunchos, Nancy N and Lot w/s Old Fitzwilloam Road
Kenneth 1 /2 a
L & B of Dunham
Dunham, Victor & Gladys Homeplace 1 /4 a
Dunton, Arthur W.















Ellis, David B. and
Beverly B.
Ellis, Howard A.












Homeplace Rt. 1 2
Homeplace
Svc. Exemption 1 ,00
Homeplace
L E/S Rt . 12












Favreau/ Robert J •
and Marilyn
Fealey, Cecilia E.
Firmin, Daniel H and
Elaine E.
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L/B Royolston Rd. 3 -1/2 a
Homepiace 1 6a
Homeplace, Upper Troy Rd
L Richmond Road
Firmin, Horace B. Homeplace
Firmin, John A. & Homeplace 3a
Caroline R.
Fisher, Edith & Edith Lamb L/B of Damon Realty


























Goodnow, Roger C & Ethel
Goodwin, Russel G.
Gordon, Jasper
Farm of Smitherman 85a
Homeplace , cottage
Davis Barn Lot 1 /2a
L & B Depot
L/B Upper Troy Tr.
Land Grade
Land of Keck
L/B Jet 1 1 9 & 1 2
Homeplace
L W/S of 1 1 9 Depot
L & Blake House
Drury Meadow 3 a
Trailer on White Estate
L & B Homeplace
L/B Fitzwilliam Inn
Bath-houses & Swimming PI
L. Across from Inn
Unf in. House & Land on
Winchendon Rd. 3/4a
Land off Rt . 1 2 - 100a
Homeplace 8a
Garage
Land and Barn 1-1/2 a
Land of Rawding 9a
Svc. Exemption 1 ,0 00
Homeplace, Fullam Hill Rd.
1 -1 /4 a
Homeplace




Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
Homeplace & Cottage 1 4a
Emerson Quarry 4 3a
6,950
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Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
Homeplace off Seavey HI 2
Homeplace 1 /4 a
L/B off Cummings Rt 1 1 9
L/B off Holman heirs
Grant, Glaydus
Grant, Warren N.
Green, Edward F & Lois
Green, Edward &
Joseph Tardiff
Greenough, Theo & Jessie Homeplace
Grier, Charles E. Camp & Land 1 -1 /2a
Haapala, Aili M. Homeplace 3/4 a
Hallett, Harold R & Homeplace 35a
Frances G. Eldridge Lot 1 la
Hanninen, John & Mary
Harmon, Cynthia W.
Huntoon, Clyde W & Mary
Harvey, Lash ley G .
Ernestine D.
Haskell, Marguerite S
Hayden, Mrs.A E , heirs
Hendrick, Frederick H.
Hildreth, Grace W.
Hill, Aarno I & Hilda R
Hill, Atle A.
Nill, Walter F. &
Eleanore M.
Hill, Tyyne M.
Hinds, Edw. W & Berdie
Hinds, James H.
Hofco Realty




Homeplace of Gnade, Sr.





Svc Exemption 1 ,000
Homeplace 2a





L/S S #1 19 4a
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
Homeplace
Homeplace
Svc. Exemption 1 ,0 00
Homeplace
Homeplace L. Troy Road
Hofeo Apts. #1 & *2
l/T Rindge Road
Homeplace
Homeplace 1 7 0a
Daley Lot 2 2a






Ibelle, Alan D & Jean Ann
llg, John C. & Dorothy
Inki, Selma









Jarvis, John A & Lorraine
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L/B of R Green heirs 1 3
Homeplace of Hausman 2 4
Homeplace of Thayer 3/4a 1 6
L/B of Hoi man W/S 1
Hoi man Road
Homeplace 4 -1/2 a 29
L/B Sip Pond 3
L & B of Demidoff 1 1 -1/2 a ^
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000 2 6
L/B Royal Ston Rd. 1 a 8










Svc Exemption 5 00











Homeplace 2 3a 22
iyB& Trailer 15





Homeplace 1 /I/2 a
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
L/Trailer Rt. 12 1a
Homeplace 1 a
Homeplace 60a & camp
Land of Farnum 1 8 a




Korjeff, Gregory M &
Alice L.B.
L/B of Richards
Homeplace & Sotre I -1/4
a
Add Hildreth Land 2 a
B.Burbank Place 1 7o
Clapp Lot 40a
L/B on Shore Laurel Lake
L S/S Hanninen Road
Kovanen, Watti Champney Place 5 0a
LaFave, Robert & Patricia L/Trailer E/S Fullum Hill Rd
LaFond, James & Nancy Cottage/Land of Koning 6a
LaFreniere, Harry J. and Stone House 1 a
Eleanore E.L. Svc. Exemption 1 ,00
Lawrence, Eugene & Loretta Homeplace 2a
Legeyt, Eva L. Cottage & Garage at Lake
Leonard, Carl & Greene, Land and Trailer






















































































Lilbac)<, Eino & Lempi
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Homeplace 2 a
Bigelow Lot 2 2a
Pt Cummings Lot 65a and
L/B Sherrick Lot
Beebe Lot/Templeton Rd 2 4a
1 1
Lines, Ruth A
Lively, Francis C & Helen
Loomis, Doris
Longever, Gwendolyn R





Malsch,Otto L & Allie M
Martin, Levi & Gertrude












L/B Lower Troy Rd 2 -1/2 a
Homeplace 3a
Homeplace
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
Homeplace 1 /4 a
Land of Paul 1 a
Red Barn & Office
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
Homeplace of Whitman
Cottage & Shore lot of
A. Lovel I
Homeplace 1 a
Perry "-ot 4 0a
Pt. MacKenzie Farm
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
L/B Elevator Road
L/B Richmond Road
Trailer on Land of S.Maki
Homeplace Rt. 119 1 2a
L/B Perry Road














Meattey, Ernest J. Jr.
and Dianna
Meatty, Ernest Sr. & Tyyne
L/B of Kirshner 2a
Homeplace 1 .2 a
Homeplace
L/B of Brandt
Homeplace & brown lot
Nutting House












Homeplace of David Meattey 9
White lot 2 a
Haradon lot 1 /4 a
Meattey, Tyyne S.
Menard, Mitchell & Elsie




Homeplace 1 2 a
Svc Exemption 1 ,0 00
House and Store
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
Smith Lot of Tommila 5 0a









































Methe, Edward J &
Alberta J.
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Homeplace 12a Rt.ll?
L/B Dick! Used Car Lt.Rtl 2
Methe, Donna




Morin, Ludger J & Ida
Morris, Howell G and
Margaret E.






Svc. Exemption 1 ,0 00
Homeplace 1 /2 a
Homeplace 1 -1 /2 a
Homeplace
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
Homeplace 1 5 a
Homeplace 50a
Quarry Land 67a
Bailey Lot 1 2a
Bebe Meadow 5 a
Perhom Farm 36a
Wilkins & Gordon 2 -1/2
a
Homeplace 4a
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
Homeplace 9a
Lavender House unfln.
Land Route 1 2
Nevin, Henry M.
Newell, Ernest W.
Norcross, F.Paul & Julia
Homeplace
Land & camp-State Line
Homeplace 5 a
Bent Place 84a
Land W. of Bent Farm 5 4a
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
Oman, Ralph H. Homeplace la
Ohman, Richard W & Mary L/B Lower Try Rd of Gnade
Olsen, Oscar & Mary Land & BIdgs. E S Rt 1 1 9
Otto, Luther Homeplace & Land of Dodge









Patterson, Donald & Irene
Patterson, Frank B.Jr.
Homeplace 2 a
Lot-W . Lake Rd . 1 /2 a
Homeplace 1 9 a
Baasto Land 1 8 a
T on Lower Troy Rd Jet 1 2
Homeplace Rt 1 2 5a
Homeplace 2-3/4 a
Svc Exemption 1 ,0 00
Homeplace 44a
Pleasant Valley Meadow 12a
24,350




Rockwood Lake Inc c/o
Leon Bateman
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Homeplace, Upper Troy
Rd 3/4a
Land & Trailer 3 -1/2
a
Lot ^8 Rockwood Pond
Lots A B C & J
Land of Fagon 48a





Russell, Verne P. and
Loretta F
.
Schimke, Edwin E &
Mary Louise
Schimke, Edwin E. and
Mary Louise




Sherman, Webb H & Agnes
Singleton, Fred & Marion
Skarin,Wm J & Vivian E
Smith, E Allen Jr. and
Virginia F and
Patricia Smith LaSall
Smith, Dr. Carlton T and
Josephine S.
Smith, Chester & Emily
Smith, Glenn A & Ramona
Smith, Henry
Snider, Geoffrey H and
Ruth E.
Spears, Mary B.
Land & Store BIdg.
Homeplace at Depot
Pt Evans Land 1 Oa
Barker Pasture 1 00a
Land of Murdock 2 a
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Stuart, Henry A & Ida B
RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1967
Homeplace 4 -1/2 a
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
L & B - Royalston Rd 1 a
Sturtevant, Mabel
Swenor, Arthur J & Violet
Tardiff, Joseph E & Ruth
Taylor, Mary Ellen
Taylor, Stanley & Sheila
Thompson, Catherine
Thompson, Gertraud E
Thompson, John & Sylvia
Tommila, John
Undrwood, Clyde M.











Watkinson,Wm. J & Olive
Wear, Florence E.
Webber, Marion S and
Marcia S.
L/B8a
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
Homeplace 1 -l/2a




Land of B Hoi brook 4 a
Land of Spicer
L/B of Bui lock, E Lake Rd
L/B N/S Rt . 119
Homeplace 1 /2 a
Land-Rindge Rd 1 3a
Noble Place Rt 1 1 9 la
L/B of Hofmeister
Land and Unf .house
L/B Sonn Hill Rd.
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
L/B of Hart, Tempi eton
Road
Homeplace 3 -1/2 a
Trailer & Garage
Homeplace 3a





Stone Land of Town 5 a
Land and Bidg. Rt. 119
Hixon Place
Homeplace 1 /4 a
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
Homeplace 7a
Homeplace & Bates Lot
Grier 30a
G lesson Land 3 0a
Wentworth,Alton & Valerie L/B of H Yon 9a
Svc. Exemption 1 ,0 00
Wentworth, Eric Homeplace 1 44a
Land E/S Gap Mt.Rd
f Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
1 1 ,450















White, Silas W & Ruth
White, Stephen
Estate
Wilson, George & Martha
Wood, Anna











Life Time Products Inc.
MacBick Realty Corp
Process Engineering Co










Roy, Roland C. & Mildred
Sanocki,Walter J & Carolyn F
Smith, E Allen Jr.& Virginia F.
Stephens, Adeline C.
S.S. Stone & Sons
Tardiff, Joseph E & Ruth M
The Gift Basket
Tommila Brothers
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Aldrich, Edward B. heirs L/B at Lake 2 3,75 712.50
c/o New England Trust Co
Boston, Mass.
Allen, William A. Trailer- Laurel Lake 300 9.00
1 00 Constitution White Est.
Worcester, Mass.
Amidon, L. Stanley L of Nelson -Royal ston Rd 750 22.50
RFD'i'3 7 -1/2 a
Winchester, N.H.
Anderson, Arnold E. Lot of Lotter @ Lake 1 /4a 3 ,35
78 Central Street Lot of Paul @ Lake 1 /2a _^__^_
Winchendon, Mass 3,350 100.50
Andreucci, Samuel and L/B At Sip Pon d 1 4a 17,150
Leonora Stock in Trade 5 00
1 1 Myrtle Avenue 17,650 529.50
Fitchburg,Mass.
Angier, Rupert & Elizabeth Cottage At Lake 1 /4a 5 ,900
15 Dresser Street Cottage and Land 1 -1 /4a 1,100
Newport, R.I. Lot West of RR 33a 350
7,350 220.50
Argonowitz,Mrs. Aaron Cottage ^2 at Lake 6,250
462 3 Havey Way Water Front 1 ,850
Long Beach, Calif. 8,100 243.00
Arsenault, Francis & Aurore L/B of Hasley 1 a-trailer 200 6.00
191 Walnut Street
Leominster, Mass.
Aube, Roger and Rita Land of H Streeter 2a 1 ,850 55 .50
391 Pleasant Street
Gardner, Mass.
Aukstikalnis, Anthony and Camps & Lots 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 3,250 97.50
Mildred at Lake
1 34 Baker Street
Gardner, Mass.
Baab, Henry Cottage & land at Lake 2a 7,850
94 Noel Street L off E Royal ston Rd 3 a 30
Springfield, Mass. 7,880 236.40
Bailey, James A. Land of Spicer 1 /2a 1,200 136.00
120 Federal Street 1/2 of
Salem, Mass.




Baldwin, Francis T. Estabrook Place 4 a 31,100 933.00
1 4 Beacon St.
Boston, Mass.
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Barrett/ John F & Marie


































2 79 Three Mile Rd.









Bigelow, Lawrence & Eva
Still River
Massachusetts




Cottage at Lake Lot '^l 8 5 ,500
Gas-Bar, Laurel Lake 2,400
White Est.
Lot #2 7 -Laurel Lake of 7,850
Spicer
l/B Rhododendrum Rd 4 a 5,150
Cottage/Land W Lake Rd 4,000
BIdg W-58 White Est. 1 ,95
Homeplace of Hogisto 1 ,75
Patterson PI & Garage 5 ,5 5
Pt. Bemis Farm 5a 25
Quarry Lot 97 1 /2a 95
L/BRt. 119 102a 10,600
1 1 ,550
Turner Farm 1 00a 5,85
Land of Brandt 40a 400
Brewer lot of Chaplin 10,65
141a
Lot & Cottage-Scott Pd . 4,100
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VALUE






Tommiio Form 1 -l/2a 6,800
Fisher Pasture and 1 5 8a 1 ,600
Gage Land 2,35
Land off Rt. 1 1 9 2 33a







445 N Rossmore Ave.
Hollywood, Calif.
Brackett, Robert L.















Trailer, Ld of Brackett
Pt.Newcomb Lot & Bidgs
5a
Camp s/e White Est.
Pt. Stone Form 7-1 /2a
L/B E Lake Rd of Cushing
Cottage at Lake
L/B Off Lake Road




















Homeplace and part of
Fairbanks Farm 8a
Homeplace at W Lake Rd
and Land of Fletcher
Scott Mill PI & House 1 Oa
Diamond Match Lot 70a
Anderson Lot 2 0a
Burbank Place 4/5 int.
l/B 5ct Hanninen Rd.
Land and Lake Front of
Greeley 2 -1/2
a
L/B of Butler & Noyes-Loke 8 ,900
Brown, Wilbert
Barre, Mass.
Buckler, Harold & Anita









Bullock, Janet E. c/o
E.Williams Holmes
70 Pine St.
New York City, N.Y.
Bush, W.Wallace & Eva
8 3 Short Street
S. Easton, Mass.
Butler, Edmund J and
Levena S
.
1 380 Cut Spring Rd.
Stratford, Conn.




Callahan, James & Alice
8 Albamont Rd.
Winchester, Mass.






Cece, Michael J and
Concetto
1 2 9 Wallace Avenue
Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
Central Florida Council
Boy Scouts of America Inc
c/o E. Williams, Holmes, Atty
70 Pine Street
New York, New York
Chadwick, N.Vivian Cottage and Lot
1 Richards Road
Lynnfield Center, Mass
Chamberlain, Philip & lona Cottage & Lots 16-17-19






Pt. Murray Farm 6 a
Homeplace 1 6 a
Sherrick Lot and Camp
and Sherrick Form
Homeplace @ Bowkerviiie
Camp. S. Grove, Laurel Lake
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1 6 3 Peterboro Rd.
Jaffrey, N.H.
CIchonski, Henry
1 6 3 Leamy Street
Gardner, Mass.
Cirillo, Evelyn M.





















1 30 Groveland Place
San Antonio, Texas











Reed & Carter lots 34a
Fairbanks lot 18a
Stone Meadow 8 a
Cottage at Lake '^l
Cottage & Lot Scott Pd.
Trailer on Rouseau
Camp on White Est.
C.A.Stone Lot 1 Oa
Parmenter Pasture Boa.
Trailer
Land of Rita Comeau
3 -1/4 a
Davis Field of Godbeer
Land W/S Daley Rd 32a
Brewer Cottage 1 /4 a
Svc. Exemption 1 ,000
L.W. Stone
Cottage and Land 1 4 a
4,050
600









1 9 South Street
Troy, N.H.
Curran, John R.
Box 1 8 9
38 Unquowa Place
Fairfield, Conn.
Damon, Edwin L & Phyllis
















1 5 4 Wilson Avenue
Athol, Mass.













S Hadley Falls, Mass
Dresser, Rachel M.
2 1 Francis St.
E. Hartford, Conn.
Land Near Sop Pond 4a
Land of Brandt 1 5 a
Land of Jalava
Fenno Lot 100a
May Pasture of Bemis 7 0a
BIdg. on White Est
Fairbanks Farm 6a
L E/S Holman Rd
Pt of Baker Lot of Town
Homeplace 2a
Cottage at Lake *38
B/M Freight House
BIdg on Land of White
Cottage at Lake 1 /2 a
Newton Cottage at Lake











Camp & Lot of Boyce 2 -3/4a 600










NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE
Downey/ Florence B.






























5 1 Adams Street
Keene, N.H.


















2 Lots on Ridge Rd. 4a 850
Trailer, White Estate 1 ,550





Cottage & Lot *4 -Lake 8,900
Cottage & lot-Rockwood Pd 5 ,200
Camp & Lot of Nolan 1 /4a 85
Land W. of Lake 46a
Lot of Blake 4a
Mowing & Pasture of








Dunton Land 1 q
Fisher, Annie R.
21 1 Allen Street
Athol, Mass.
Fiske, Francis & Jane
RFD
Troy, N.H.
Fitzwilliam Bidg & Water
Corp ^1
P O Box 303
Jaffrey, N.H.
Flaherty, Michael J and
Anna C
.
30 3 Chase Street
Clinton, Mass.
Flechner, Emil & Mary










1 4 1 Marked Tree Road
Needham, Mass
.
Fleur de Lis Camp
90 Beede, Frances Mrs.
43 Main Street
Saugus, Mass.
Fleur de Lis Camp














35 6 River Street
Winchendon, Mass.
NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
I
NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE
Foster, Joseph A & Gladys
2 3 Spring Street
Poscoag, R.I.




























Gates, Harold & Mildred
27 Parker Hill Road
Gardner, Mass.
Gaudet, John P Jr. and
Betty A
.
26 3 South Street
Foxboro, Mass.
Gebo, Sylver W.
1 4 Florence St.
Fitchburg, Mass.
Glad, Louis




25 2 Newton Street
Waltham, Mass.
Goodale, Arnold P.
7 8 Prescott St.
W. Boy 1ston, Mass.
Land & Trailer of Keith la 500
Trailer on White Est. 1 ,700
Miles Pasture 40a 400
Heywood Pasture 25a 25
650"
Bidg S.Grove White Est. 950
Cottage & Lot #6 6,300
Rockwood Pond



















Greeley, Dane M &
Deborah W
.
3 3 Brimmer Street
Boston, Mass.
Green, Russell & Mary
6 3 Maplewood Avenue
Watertown, Mass.
Greene, Wm. & Anita
16 3-27 130th Ave
Jamaica, L.I.,N.Y.






Griffin, Leonard C & Ivy









Gustafson, Alan A. and
Judith B.
Princeton Mass
Hall, C Lucy S-heirs of
c/o Jean S. Henry
Oakwood Drive
Huntington N.Y.







Hargrove, Kenneth & Anita
1 5 Shaftsbury Lane
Huntington, N.Y.
BIdg. Sip Pond 900
Cottage & Lake Front 2 -1/2 a
Holmes Land la 1 1 ,25
Land & BIdg-Lake 2 8a 32,35
Pt. Green Farm 40a 400
Collins Lot & Camp 30a 8,65
Cottage & lot-Rockwood Pd 4,100
Land and Bidg. 35a






Cottage & Lane Lake 8a
Camp and Land 1 a












l/Trailer Lake Rd 16 -1/2 a
NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE
Hart, Edward
8 3 Day Avenue
E. Longmeadow,Mass
Harkins, Robert W
12 79 Main Street
Millis, Mass.





Hayden, Elwyn C & Anne
58 Logan Street
Orange, Mass.
Heywood, Alice S. c/o
George H Heywood Jr.
206 Central St.
Gardner, Mass.






Hill, Isaac heirs c/o
Senia M Clarron






1 8 Osgood St
.
Gardner, Mass.
Holbrook Trust 2nd D Fund
84 State Street
Boston, Mass.




Hoi man, George W.
Belchertown, Mass.
Camp on White Est. 1 ,000




L/B Route 1 2

NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE
Jengo, Augie
6 2 Haiford St.
Gardner, Mass.
Johnson, Arthur & Alice
R.F.D.
Troy, N.H.
Jones, Perley A heirs c/o
Paul A. Jones
Rindge, N.H.
Jones, Samuel B. and
Barbara L.
1 44 Pleasant Street
Worcester, Mass.
Joslin, Frederick & Ethel

















Kendall, Frank & Others
33 Greeley St.
Concord, N.H.
Kendal I , Richard
Louden, N.H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.
6 Old Orchard Rd.
Westport, Conn.
Kimball, Marion A heirs
of c/o Roland Greeley
135 9 Mass. Ave
Lexington, Mass.
Kirouac, Henry & Mary C
1 2 Vaidalia Ave
Fitchburg, Mass.
Kirouac, Victor & Alice
Box 43
Clinton, Mass.
BIdg on Lot White Est. 900
Homeplace 3/4a 7,500
Svc. Exemption 1 ,00 6,500
Whitney Pasture 5 0a 500
Wyman Place 5 8a 1 5,45
Cottage & Lot-Laurel Lake 5 ,500
L/B2-I/2 a 1 1 ,55
Trailer on White Est. 1,100
Camp on Land White Est 2 ,65
Land of Schimke,Scoft Pd 1 ,800
Cottage & Lot #6 -Lake 10,900
Pt Kendall Place 42a 1 ,05
Kempbrook Place 8a 200
1 ,250
Shemick Lot 30a 30
L/B of Luke 46a 29,200
Cottage and Waterfront
Laurel Lake 1 0,600
L/B E/S Lake Rd. 2,650
1 3,250
Cottage and Lots *^I0 & II 6,65


















NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 957
VALUE
Klemperer, Dr. Hans
2 5 Ross Road
Belmont-, Mass.
Knapp, Albert





Koski, Albert & Marianne Camp & Lot of Grier
Walnut Street
Foster Place 25a
Land N.W./S Scott Pd
L Rt 1 1 9,Pt. Perry Lot 25a
Cottage & Land Sip O
Pond 5-1 /2 a
Camp on White Est.





























Lavigne, Richard L &
Shirley L.
Winchendon, Mass.




Larson, Hugh BIdg on White Est W54
3 Franklin Street
Paxton, Mass.
Champney Lot 75 a
Land and Lake Front-l/2a
Cottage & Land 1 /3 a
lyB on White Est.
Cottage at Lake 1 /2 a



































NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE
Lavender, Edward G. and
Shirley A.
State Line, N.H.
Lawrence, Frank & Hazel
25 Old Saugatick Rd
E. Norwalk, Conn.
House and Land 10,150
Svc. Exemption 1 ,00 9,1 50
Lot ^] 2 Cottage, Rockwood Rd9,55
Lot ^1 3 of Flagon 1 ,400
Lots K.L.M. of Flagon 1 ,400
Bidg on Land of White EstLeger,Alphee and
Raymond Rousseau and
Coland Perodeau
1 41 Plymouth St.
Fitchburg, Mass.
Lehto, Sulo V.
2 4 Foss Road
Gardner, Mass.
LeMay, Lloyd & Aili I
Townsend, Mass
.
Lemes, Ralph & Lolieta




2012 Commonwealth Ave Lart lot 75a
Boston, Mass.
Litchfield, Wisner L and
Lydia C
.
1 05 Pleasant St.
Concord, N.H.
Lord, Robert
6 1 Jane St Apt 1 5 E
New York, N.Y.
BIdg on Sip Pond, on
Koski Land
L/B Scott Pond
Cottage & Land, Rockwood Pd
Lovering Lot 1 Oa








Camp & Pt Fay Hill Lot 5 0a 600
Loud, Emeline
105 W. Main St.
Norton, Mass.
Lowe, Russell B. Jr.
245 Kenyon St.
Hartford, Conn.












L/B of Conant,Rt 12 4a 11,300
Converse Land 4 a Off 119
Kendall Place 6a
1 /2 Spicer Land
Homeplace 2a





























McCarthy, John J. Sr.hei




















McQuil Ion, Robert and
Cecilia















3 3 Bay State Road
Wellesley Hill, Mass




Mattson, Edwin & Shirley
R.F.D.
Troy, N.H.
L/B Rockwood Pond 5 a 5,350
rs Land on Royalston 1 ,05
Road 5-1 /2 a
Cottage & Land 2 -1/4 a 9,35
Cottage & Garage-Lake 1 0,250
2 Ellis Lots of Damon Boa
Royalston Rd Lot 1 1 8a
L ^6 Scott Pond
Homeplace 2 1 a
Hoose Place 75a
Land ad Camp Scott Pd
Homeplace 1 /2 a
Homeplace 1 Oa and
Clark Lot 32a
Lane & BIdgs E.Lake Rd













1/2 Int. in Kimball Lot 65a 3,25
Cottage & Land-Lake 2 -1/2 a
1 1 ,200



























1 6 Prospect St.
Winchendon, Mass.
Maurer, Major Philip L
and Elizabeth



















Meyer, Dr. Eugene W
89 Grove St.





c/o Li 11 ian Jean
















1 1 2 Lincoln St.
Hudson, Mass.
Millett, Elizabefh A









Morey, D.Jas & Helen
2 1 8 Conway St
Greenfield, Mass.
Morey, Kenneth H.
48 Little Farms Rd
Saxonville, Mass.
Morin, Lydia K.
104 K K Road
Jaffrey, N.H.
Morlock, Wm & Nettie
38 31 Monica Parkway
Sarasota, Fla.












232 Indian Hill Trail
Glastonbury, Conn.
Morrison, Russell M.
36 9 Brown St
Winchendon, Mass.














Bidg on Land of White Est 1 ,900
Trailer & Land of Holmann 1 ,650
30a
Cottage & Lot Rockwood Pd 5,100
Camp & Lot of Carrier 1 2a
& Nutting Lot of R W Stone 950
10a
Cottage & Lot Scott Pd. 2,750
Cottge & Lot ^1 -Lake 10,150
Fletcher Place 1 2a
Fletcher Place s/s
Howeville Rd 1 a
Bidg W 39 on White Est



















Land and Bidg-Scott Pd





Moulton, El don &
Harkins, Robert W.





1/2 Int in Prop.2-l/2a
of Moses & Rose (2 Lake
Fletcher Land & Camps lla
Barker Pature 2 00a
Rugg & Brooks Lots 176a
Beebe & Felch Lots 1 30a
Carroll Lot 125a
Blanchard Lot 94a
Paul Lot Swamp 40a
Haskell Lot 3a
Perry Lot 5 0a
P. Gee Farm 80a
Derby Lots 1 & 2 60a
Streeter Lot 60a
Pt. Fairbanks Farm 40a
Pt. Fairbanks Farm 5 0a





Derby Lot #3 20a
Shirley Lot 20a
Merrill Lot 14a
Murphy, John heirs c/o Camp & Lot Fullum Hill








NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE
Newton, Aaron & Marion
65 3 Bernardston Rd
Greenfield, Mass.
N.E. Tel &Tel Co.
c/o Gen 'I Mgr.
35 Green Street
Concord, N.H.
Nolan, Mathew J Jr and
Mary B






6 Oak Hill Avenue
Clinton, Mass.
Nugent, John F. est.
c/o Katherine G Nugent
45 Wellington St.
Worcester, Mass.




135 6 Pleasant St
Athol, Mass.







O'Connor, James & Frances
1 6 Lincoln St
Chicopee Falls, Mass







1 3 6 Parker Ave
Hoi den, Mass.
Olson, Harry & Abbie
RFD
Fitzwilliam,N.H
Cottage and Lot ^7
Rockwood Pd.
L and B l/4a
L Rockwood Pond Lot
D Whitcomb Farm 40a
Lot at Scott Pd / l/4a
Osborne Pasture 2 0a
L/B of Lammela 5 8a
Byam Lot of Smith 1 00a
Camp on White Est Wl 7
L/B of Gnade
Trailer on White Est
Methe Land Royalston
Hoiman Road 6 -3 /4 a
Land of Mason 8 a
Fiske & Howe Lots of
Moore 65a
Camp on Land of White Est
BIdg W5 5 on Land White Est














NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE
I











N Bill erica. Mass
Peck, Rita & Comeau,
Marie A
5 30 South Main St.
Woonsocket, R.I.
Perry, Charles W
5 3 Knoll Avenue
Keene, N.H.
Perry, Edythe & Calvin
& Julia Price
1 2 7 School Street
Keene, N.H.
Perry, Tileston H.


















Plante, Emil J Jr
1207 Netteway Ave
Richmond , Va
Pt Marshall Farm 7a and
Richardson Meadow 6a
Land Rhododendrum Rd la
250
50
Land W/S Daley Rd 14a 150
Land, Rhododendrum Rd 16a 65
Land BIdg Laurel Lake Rd 4,45
L/B Laurel Lake 2 -1/2 a 9 ,600
L/B Waterfront 3,050
12,650
House & Garage- Lake 1 -1 /2
a 32,200
Land east of Rd 1 4a 5,75
Shore Front, Swimming Club 700
2,350
L/B E/S Fullum Hill Rd 40a 5,400
L W/S Fullum Hill Road 35
Cottage at Lake 1 /4a











NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE TAX
Popple, Raymond & Eliza




26 Chilton Hill Rd.
Worcester, Mass.
Pratt, Nancy A.










P O Box 1
W Spfid, Mass.
Rantilla, Armas & Grace





Rantilla, Ruth & Thelma























Homeplace,W Lake Rd 1 a 6,800
Svc . Exemption 1,000 5,800 174.00
Land and BIdg Lake 1 /2 a
Webb Land of Joslyn 1 /2a
Land Between Gates & Perry
Land and BIdg at Lake
Pope Place at Lake 3a
South Pd. Cabins 8a
Putnam Place 1 5 a
Homeplace 1 /4 a
Svc Exemption 1 ,000
Land and Water Right of
Lord
L/B S/S Rockwood Pond Rd



















Land S/S Rockwood Pond Rd
2,900
l/B N/S Rockwood Pond Rd 11,05
Frontage & ^ot s/s 1 ,400
Rockrood Pond Road 1 2 ,45
Homeplace of Coleman 7,900
Cudworth Lot 6 -3 /4a




Place of Ricker 5 0a

















NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE









5 8 Summit Street
Orange, Mass.
Rose, Morton
2 06 Central St.
Winchendon, Mass
.







Rousseau, Robert & Leona
2 36 Ash Street
Gardner, Mass.
Rousseau, Roland C & Loa
Main Street
E. Tempi eton, Mass.
Rousseau, Roland C.
Main Street
E Tempi eton, Mass.





Russell, Edward & Bessie
2 9 High Street
Troy, N.H.
Russell, John & Olie W






Sanocki,W J & Carolyn
State Line, N.H.
L/B Lot 1 2 Scott Pond 8 ,45
Taylor Land 112a 1 ,100
1/2 int in Property 2 -1/2 a 13,850
of Moses & Rose at Lake
Cottage & Land 1 5 a
Cottage & Land 1 5 a
Camp & Lot of Rousseau
BIdg on White Est
Land of Ryll -Scott Pond
L/S E/S, Jeffrey Road
Homeploce 1 a
Damon Meadow 4 a
Stearns Cottage-Lake
Pt Estabrook Land 7 -1/2 a
Land on Depot Rd 2 a
Land-Royalston Rd 7 a
Pelton Lot 21 2/3
a
Gas Station & home 1 6 a
Rugg Land of Damon 2 a
Rugg Land W/S Rt 1 2
Land W/S Rt. 1 2


























Trailer on White Est.













1 36 Redwood Lane
State Col lege. Pa.
Sheehan, Frederick S
1 72 Auburn Street
Cambridge, Mass.
Silander, Herbert E.
1 4 Split Level Dr.
Ridgefield, Conn.
Siltberg, H Paul and
Ingerborg M.















Smith, Stanley & Ruth












L/B Trailer N^A/ S
NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE
State Line Development
Corp. Hetherman, John W
c/o Belair Clinic
15 030 Harper Ave
Detroi t, Mich.
Stearns, Kenneth J.
4 8-25 Glenwood St.
Little '^eck,L.I.,N.Y
Steinert, Russell & Ailsa
1 4 Lincoln Street
Manchester, Mass.





134 S. D St -Apt 8
Oxnard, Calif.
Stevens, Donald & Anna





Stone, Mrs. Winfield H
Box 30 4
Hennlker, N.H.





2 9 Bennett Road
Gardner, Mass.
Land of Shanks 4,60
State Line 6 a
Cottage & Land of Harris 8 ,25
Lake
Land of Tommila Rt 1 1 9 25
1 -l/2a
Homeplace 1 /4a 7,250
Lot of Schimki-Scott Pond
l/4a
Salter Cottage and land
2-1 /2a




Cottage at Lake 1 /4a 1 ,700
Beebe Lot & Dunton pOOa 1 ,000









Stron,g, William & others Whipple Farm of Martin lOOa
Box 1 5 4
Windsor, Conn.









5 1 Greenacres Road
Keene, N.H. 127800
Ballou Lot of Hoi man 5 0a
Land W/S Old Troy Rd.
















NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE
Taylor, Wm. T & Elizabeth
52 West Street
Simsbury, Conn.
Teeter, John H . est of
c/o H M Saunders
4201 Palm Lane








45 6 Fairmont St.
Fitchburg, Mass.
Thomas, Arthur & Helen
9 Glenbrook Drive
Monroe, Conn.
Thompson, Paul O &
Fiske, Barbara M.












L/B #3 -4 Rockwood Pd 7,700
L/B #55 Laurel Lake
l/B #62 Laurel Lake
Shore Lot Laurel Lake
Land Howeville Rd I -1/2
a
Homeplace 1 /2 a
Lot on Rindge Rd 90a
Homeplace & Cottage of
Tardiff 1 -3 /4 a
L S/S W Lake Road of
Fletcher
Fairbanks & Dunton Lot
56a





















NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE TAX
Tommila, Felix & Helmi
R.F.D.
Troy, N.H.




NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE
W.F.P. Inc.
4 3 St. James St.
Keene, N.H.
Wheelock, Bradford J
1 46 Bishop Drive
Framingham, Mass.
Whitcomb, Marshall P,he




























42 Winding River Rd
Needham,Mass




42 5 Sprague St.
Dedham, Mass.
Wood, Jesse & Ethel
Surrey, N.H.
Land Brigham Hill 400a 4,000
Byam Lot-Old Rindge Rd 7a 100
irs Pt .Whitcomb Farm and





House & Pt Putney Farm 18 a
NON-RESIDENTIAL TAX LIST 1 967
VALUE TAX
Woodward, Carlton


